The canonical ordering for triconnected planar graphs is a powerful method for designing graph algorithms. This paper introduces the orderly pair of connected planar graphs, which extends the concept of canonical ordering to planar graphs not required to be triconnected.
Introduction
The canonical orderings of triconnected plane graphs [6, 10, 17, 18] are crucial in designing several graph-drawing and graph-encoding algorithms [3, 8, 11] . This paper introduces the concept of orderly pair for connected planar graphs, which extends that of canonical ordering to planar graphs not required to be triconnected. Let G be a connected planar graph. We give a linear-time algorithm that obtains an orderly pair (H,T) of G, where H is a planar embedding of G, and T is an orderly spanning tree of H.
As the first application of our orderly-pair algorithm, this paper deals with the problem of encoding a graph G into a binary string S with the requirement that S can be decoded to reconstruct G. This problem has been extensively studied with three objectives: (1) minimizing the length of S, (2) minimizing the time required to compute and decode S, and (3) supporting queries efficiently. As these objectives are often in conflict, a number of coding schemes with different trade-offs have been proposed in the literature. The widely useful adjacency-list encoding of an n-node --~-l:U~-earch supported in part by NSC 89-2213-E-001-034 and NSC 89-2218-E-001-014.
/Corresponding author. Emaih hil~iis.sinica.edu.tw. URL: http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/,,~hil. m-edge graph G requires 2m [log 2 n] bits. Talamo and Vocca [24] gave an encoding, obtainable in O(n 3) time, that assigns an O(dlog3n)-bit label to each degree-d node. Without accounting for the time required to read the labels, the adjacency of two nodes can be answered from their encoding in O(1) time. For certain graph families, Kannan, Naor and Rudich [16] gave schemes that encode each node with O(logn) bits and support O(log n)-time testing of adjacency between two nodes. Cohen, Di Battista, Kanevsky, and Tamassia [5] gave a linear-space encoding of a k-connected G, obtainable in O(n4m4k/k2) time, from which one can determine in O(1) time whether any two nodes are connected by k + 1 node-disjoint paths. Jacobson [15] gave an O(n)-bit encoding for a connected and simple planar G that supports traversal in O(log n) time per node visited.
Under the word model of computation [2, 4, 9, 25, 26, 30] , where operations such as read, write, and add on O(logn) consecutive bits take O(1) time, an encoding S of G is weakly convenient [3] then S is convenient [3] . For a planar G that may have multiple edges but no self-loops, Munro and Raman [20] gave the first nontrivial convenient encoding of G that has 2m + 8n + o(m + n) bits. Their result is based on the four-page decomposition of planar graphs [31] and an auxiliary string that encodes an involved threelevel data structure for a string of parentheses. For a planar G that has (respectively, has no) multiple edges, Chuang, Garg, He, Kao, and Lu [3] improved the bit count to 2m + (5 + ~)n + o(m + n) (respectively, 35-m+ (5 + ~)n+o(n)) for any positive constant k. They also gave a weakly convenient encoding of 2m + ~n + o(m+n) (respectively, ~m+5n+o(n)) bits for a planar G that has (respectively, has no) multiple edges. In this paper, we give the best known convenient encodings for a planar G: If G may (respectively, may not) contain multiple edges, then the bit count of our encoding is 2m + 3n + o(m + n) (respectively, 2m + 2n + o(n) ), which is even less than that of the weakly convenient encodings of Chuang et al. [3] . The bit counts are very close to
Tutte's information-theoretical lower bound of roughly 3.58m bits for encoding connected plane graphs without any query support [29] . The bit count of our encoding for a planar G without multiple edges matches that of the best known convenient encoding for an outerplanar graph [20] . Besides the orderly-pair algorithm, our results are also based on an improved auxiliary string for a folklore encoding [3, 20] of a rooted tree T. With the auxiliary string of Munro and Raman [20] , the degree of a degree-d node in T can be answered in O(d) time.
In this paper, we give a nontrivial auxiliary string that supports the degree query in O(1) time. Let H be an n-node m-edge simple plane graph.
Let vl,v2,... ,vn be the nodes of H. A 2-visibility drawing [8] computes an x x y 2-visibility drawing of any n-node planar graph, where x + y _< 2n. Moreover, they showed a planar graph whose x x y 2-visibility drawing has to satisfy x +y > ~n, x > ~n, and y > In. As the second application of orderly spanning trees, we give the first known n × In area-optimal 2-visibility drawing of a planar graph.
Related work. If one only need to reconstruct
G with no query support, the code length can be substantially shortened. For this case, Tur~in [27] used 4m bits for a planar G that may have self-loops; this bound was improved by Keeler and Westbrook [19] to 3.58m bits. They also gave coding schemes for several important families of planar graphs. In particular, they used 1.53m bits for a triangulated simple G, and 3m bits for a connected G free of self-loops and degreeone nodes. For a simple triangulated (respectively, triconnected) G, He, Kao, and Lu [11] improved the bit count to ~m + O(1) (respectively, ~(log 2 3)m + O(1)). Rossignac [22] independently gave a ]m + O(1)-bit encoding for plane triangulation. Although all these encodings can be encoded and decoded in linear time, none of them is known to be information-theoretic optimal. For example, the information-theoretic tight bound for plane triangulations, given by Tutte [28] , is roughly 1.08m. Recently, He, Kao, and Lu [12] proposed an O(n log n)-time framework for encoding a graph in information-theoretically optimal number of bits. The framework is applicable to various classes of planar graphs. For labeled planar graphs, Itai and Rodeh [14] gave an encoding of 23-n log n+ O(n) bits. For unlabeled general graphs, Naor [21] gave an encoding of 1 2 ~n -nlogn + O(n) bits.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a polynomial-time algorithm for computing an orderly pair for any planar graph. Appendix A shows how to implement the algorithm to run in linear time. Section 3 describes several auxiliary strings for strings of parentheses. Section 4 shows how to design convenient encodings using orderly spanning trees. Section 5 shows how to compute an area-optimal 2-visibility drawing of a planar graph using orderly spanning trees. Section 6 concludes the paper. exterior face of H, and (ii) each node vi is orderly in H. Clearly, if T is an orderly spanning tree of H, then each incident edge of vl in H belongs to T. In Figure 2 (a), for example, one can easily verify that T is an orderly spanning tree of H. The dashed edges in Figure 2( Not every connected plane graph admits an orderly spanning tree. For example, let H be the plane graph shown in Figure 3 (a). If H had an orderly spanning tree T rooted at node 1, then the thick edges have to be in T, and thus the thin edges cannot be in T. Clearly, T contains exactly one of the dashed edges. In either case, however, the incident edges of the parent of node 6 is not orderly in H with respect to T. Since H is rotationally symmetric, H admits no orderly spanning trees. If we change the embedding of H by moving the edge (2, 5) to the interior, as shown in Figure 3 (b), then the new plane graph has an orderly spanning tree consisting of the thick edges rooted at node 1.
Orderly spanning trees
On the other hand, if we do not stick with a particular planar embedding of the given planar graph, then it is always possible to find a corresponding orderly spanning tree. Specifically, let G be a planar graph. We say that (H, T) is an orderly pair of G if (i) H is a planar embedding of G, and (ii) T is an orderly spanning tree of H. The rest of the section shows that an orderly pair of G can be found by a polynomial-time algorithm, whose linear-time implementation is given in Appendix A.
Let H be a plane graph that has no multiple edges. The external boundary of H is the boundary of the exterior face of H. A node is external in H if it is on the external boundary of H. An edge is external (respectively, internal) in H if it is (respectively, is not) on the external boundary of H. If v is an external node of a 2-connected H, then let succ(H,v) (respectively, pred(H,v)) denote the counterclockwise (respectively, clockwise) neighbor of v on the external boundary of H. For example, in Figure 3 (a), we have succ(H, 2) = 5 and pred(H, 2) --1. An edge (u, v) of a 2-connected H is mobile if (i) both u and v are external in H, and (ii) there is a face F of H whose boundary contains u and v but not (u, v) ; that is, we can change the embedding of H by moving (u, v) into the interior of F. For example, (1, 2), (1, 5) , and (2, 5) are the mobile edges of the plane graph shown in Figure 3 (b). Clearly, the endpoints of an internal mobile edge divides the external boundary into two segments. Since H has no multiple edges, each segment contains at least one node.
In order to obtain an orderly pair (Ho,To) of the input connected plane graph Go in polynomial time, we first compute an orderly pair (Hs, To) for Gs, where Gs is a simple plane graph obtained from Go by deleting all but one copy of each edge. If H0 is obtained from H8 by adding back those edges in G -G8 such that the multiple copies of each edge are bundled, 1 then (H0, To) is clearly an orderly pair of G0. It remains to focus on computing Hs and To.
The crucial step in our algorithm is a recursive subroutine opair(G, vl) that returns an orderly pair (H, T) for a given 2-connected plane graph G and an external node vl of G such that the following properties tFor example, the two copies of the multiple edge (3,4) (respectively, (4, 6) ) are (respectively, are not) bundled.
hold.
C1. Each external node of G remains external in H.

C2. If an external node v of H is not a leaf of T, then
the rightmost child w of v in T is an external node of H such that succ(H,w) = v.
Equipped with opair(G, vl), we can compute Ho and To as follows. Let r0 be an external node of Gs. First of all, we compute the 2-connected components G1,...,Gk of Gs in O(m +n) time. Let 7-be the tree of G1,. • •, Gk rooted at a component containing r0.
For each i = 1, 2,... , k, let ri be the node of Gi that is closest to r0 in G~. Clearly, each ri is an external node in Gi. Let (Hi,T i) = opair(Gi,ri). Let To be k the tree Ui=l Ti rooted at r0. Let H0 be obtained by combining those Hi's in a bottom-up manner: suppose Gj is the parent of Gi in T. Clearly, ri is also in Hi.
We place all the components in the subtree of T rooted at Gi into some face of Hj such that ri is orderly in H0 with respect to To. More precisely, the incident edges of ri in Hi become part of the B3 of ri in Ho. Since each (Hi,Ti), with 1 < i < k, is an orderly pair that satisfies Properties C1 and C2, the above algorithm is well defined. One can easily see that the running time is dominated by the overall time complexity of executing opair(G, ri) for all indices j, since the rest of the algorithm clearly runs in O(m + n) time.
The following definition is required to describe opair (G, vl) . Let where g > 3 and Ul = vl, are the nodes on the external boundary of H in counterclockwise order. For notational convenience, let ut+l = Vl. Assume for a contradiction that for each i = 3,4,... ,t, ui is not a stable node of H with respect to ul. Note that u2 = pred(H, u3) is clearly in the 2-connected component of H -{ua} that contains (ul,u~) . Since ua is not a stable node of H with respect to ul, u3 is incident to an internal mobile edge (u3, ui~), where 3 < ia < ~ + 1. It follows that u3 is in the 2-connected component of H -{u4} that contains (ul,u2). Since u4 is not a stable node of H with respect to ul, u4 is incident to an internal mobile edge (u4,ui4), where 4 < i4 < i3. By continuing the above argument, we know ue is incident to an internal mobile edge (ut, ui~), where g < it _< il-1 _< it-2 _< "" _< i3 _< g+ 1. Thus we have it = ~ + 1, contradicting the fact that (ue, Ut+l) is an external edge of H. Now we define opair(G, vl) as follows. If G has exactly two nodes, then opair(G, vl) simply returns (H,T), where H = T = G. Otherwise, opair(G, vl) performs the following steps. has two nodes. Suppose G has more than two nodes. We first show that T t is an orderly spanning tree of H'. Clearly, it suffices to verify that each ri, with 2 < i < k, is indeed orderly in H' with respect to T'. Let Hio,Hil,... ,Hit be the components of H ' that contains ri, where Hio is the parent of Hi in T ~. Clearly, rij = ri holds for each j = 1,2 .... ,g. By the inductive hypothesis, we know that Property C2 holds for (Gio, Hio). Also, for each j = 1, 2 .... , e, the incident edges of r~ in Hii belongs to Tij and T'. Thus, one can easily verify that ri is orderly in H' with respect to T'. Now we show that all the required properties hold for H and T. By the choice of the parent u of v in T, it is clear that for each neighbor w of v in H, the index of v in T is higher than that of w. Since T' is an orderly spanning tree of H', it follows from the definition of H that each neighbor w of v in H is orderly in H with respect to T. Clearly, u is also orderly in H with respect to T. Therefore, T is indeed an orderly spanning tree of H. It is not difficult to see that Property C1 holds for (G, H). It remains to ensure Property C2 for H and T. Clearly, it suffices to prove the property for pred(H, u) and succ(H, u) of H, since u is a leaf of T, and the incident edges of the other external nodes of H are the same as those in H ~. Since (pred(H, u), u) is an edge in H -T, the property of pred(H, u) in H with respect to T follows from that in H' with respect to T'. Similarly, since u is the rightmost child of succiH , u) in T, the property of succ(H,u) in H with respect to T follows from that in H' with respect to T t.
A naive implementation of the above algorithm runs in O(n 2) time. Since the time complexity of our algorithm is clearly dominated by that of opair, we prove the next theorem in Appendix A by giving a linear-time implementation of opair.
THEOREM 2.1. Given any n-node m-edge connected planar graph G that has no self-loops, it takes O(m + n) time to compute an orderly pair of G.
Auxiliary strings for strings of parentheses
In this section we give the data structures required by the convenient encodings to be described in Section 4.
Let IS] denote the length of a string S. Clearly, an S consisting of t distinct symbols can be encoded in ISI flog 2 t 1 bits. For example, if S consists of parentheses and brackets, including open and close ones, then S can be encoded in 21S I bits. S is binary if it consists of at most two distinct symbols. For each 1 < i < j < ISI, let S [i, j] An auxiliary string X of S is a binary string with IXI = o(ISI) that is obtainable from S in O(ISI) time. Oil) time. 
LEMMA 3.2. (SEE [3, 20]) For any balanced string S of O(1) types of parentheses, there is an auxiliary string xli S) such that each of rank(S,i, 0), select(S,i,[]), match(S,i), and enclosek(S,i,j) can be determined from S + X1 (S) in
Convenient encodings
In this section we give the best known convenient encodings for planar graphs as the first application of our orderly-pair algorithm.
A folklore encoding [3, 11, 20] S of an n-node simple rooted tree T is a balanced string of 2n parentheses that represents a counterclockwise depth-first traversal of T. Initially, an open (respectively, close) parenthesis denotes a descending (respectively, ascending) edge traversal. Then this string is enclosed by an additional matching parenthesis pair. For example, the string in Equation (4.2) is the folklore encoding for the tree T in Figure 2 . Clearly, the i-th node in the counterclockwise depth-first traversal corresponds to the matching parentheses pair at S[select(S, i, ()] and S[match(select(S, i, ())].
Let H be an n-node connected plane graph that may have multiple edges but no self-loops. Let T be a spanning tree of H rooted at vl. Let vlv2""vn be a counterclockwise preordering of T. Let degree(i) be the number of edges incident to vi in H. Let children(i) be the number of children of vi in T. Let above(i) (respectively, below(i)) be the number of edges (vi, vj) of H such that vj is the parent (respectively, a child) of vi in T. Let low(i) (respectively, high(i)) be the number of edges (vi,vj) of H such that j < i (respectively, j > i) and vj is neither the parent nor a child of vi in T. In Figure 2 • $1 is the folklore encoding of T.
• Let Pi = select(Sl,i, () and qi = match(Sx,pi). $2 has exactly 2n copies of 1, in which low(i) copies of 0 immediately succeeds the p~-th 1, and high(i) copies of 0 immediately succeeds the qi-th 1.
• $3 has exactly n copies of 1, where above(i) + below(i) -children(i) -5i_>2 copies of 0 immediately succeeds the i-th 1. The next theorem gives our convenient encodings. Proof. (sketch) The techniques used in the proof are mostly adapted from [3] . We focus on the case that G is connected. It is not difficult to remove this restriction. Let H and T be as guaranteed by Theorem 2. where ei = select(S,i, () and hi = match(S, gi). Since T is an orderly spanning tree of H, it is not hard to see that hi < hi, < £j, < ej holds for any two unrelated edges (vi,v3) and (ve,vj,), with i < j and i' < j', such that (re,v3,) is enclosed by T U (vi,v:). It follows that vi and v3, with i < j, are adjacent in H -T if and only if there exists an index ~ e Ri such that match(S,£) ~ Lj. Therefore, one can determine whether (vi, vj) is an unrelated edge of H by checking whether i" ~ Ri and j" E L~ hold, where (i",j") = enclose2(S, select(S, rank(S2, hi, 1) + 1, (), ej). Therefore, the adjacency query can be answered from $2 + S + X1($2) + xx(S) in O(1) time.
It is not difficult to show that the neighbors of a degree-d node can be listed from S + xi(S) in O(d) time. It is also not difficult to show that G can be reconstructed from X. Therefore the theorem is proved by letting X = X' + X~.
Optimal 2-visibility drawings
In this section we give the area-optimal n x -~n 2-visibility drawing for planar graphs as the second application of the concept of orderly spanning trees. For counting the area, suppose the corner coordinates of the boxes are integers, and each box has size no less than 1 x 1. Let the edges be placed at half-integer coordinates. vl,v2,. .. ,vn be the counterclockwise preordering of the given orderly spanning tree T of H. For each i = 1,2,... ,n, let Hk (respectively, T~) be the subgraph of H (respectively, T) induced by vl, v2,... , vi. Let H~ be the plane graph obtained from H/by adding all the edges (vj, vi) not in Gk, where (a) j < i, (b) vj and vi are unrelated in T/, and (c) vj is on the external boundary of Hi. Clearly, Ti rooted at vl is an orderly spanning tree of Hi and H~. Also, vi is always a leaf of Ti. Since Hi is a subgraph of H~, it suffices to prove by induction on i that H~ admits an i x gi 2-visibility drawing, where ei is the number of leaves in Ti. The induction basis holds trivially. Assume that H~ admits an i x ei 2-visibility drawing. In order to draw the vi+l and its incidental edges to it unrelated nodes in H~+i, we need only to extend bi and some bj, with j < i, vertically down by one unit and then split the extended bi into two new boxes bi and bi+l. To draw the vertical line representing the edge of H~+ 1 incident to vi+l and its parent vp in T, we need to extend bi+l and bp Clearly, each vii belongs to exactly one of the above four disjoint sets. We first show IP123[ < [Pi[ by ensuring that for each i = l, 2,... ,g1-2, if vj~ E P123 UP12, then vj~+, E P12 U Pi. Since H is a plane triangulation and T1 is a spanning tree of H, we know that vii and vj~+a are adjacent in H. One can easily verify that (vie, vj~+x) is an edge in T2 U T3. Now, if vj~ were in P123 t2 P12, then vii would belong to leaf(T2). Hence, (vj~,vj~+,) is an edge in T3, implying that vj~+, cannot be a leaf of T3, and thus vii+, E Pi2 U PI. Therefore, the lemma follows from Proof. Let G be the input plane graph. Let H be obtained by triangulating G. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, we know that an n x ~n 2-visibility drawing of H and thus that of G can be obtained in O(n) time.
Concluding remarks
Our orderly-pair algorithm appears to be a fundamental graph-algorithmic tool. Besides the applications shown in Sections 4 and 5, our algorithm gives an alternative way to compute a realizer [23] of a plane triangulation, which gives the best known straight-line drawing of planar graphs on the grids. Compared to the proof given in [23] , ours is quite simple: Given a plane triangulation G, let T be the orderly spanning tree of G computed by our algorithm. Let vl, v2,... , vn be the counterclockwise preordering of T, where vl, v2, and vn are the external nodes of G. Since each face of G is a triangle, one can easily verify that the B2 and B4 of each vi, with 3 < i < n -1, axe not empty. Moreover, for each unrelated edge (vi,vj) with 3 < i < j < n -2, we know that either the B4 of vi or the B2 of vj has more than one edge. Thus, we can determine the parent Pi (respectively, qi) of vi in Tp (respectively, Tq) as follows. If there is a vi whose B2 (respectively, B4) has exactly one edge (v~, vj), then let Pi = vj (respectively, let qi = vj), and delete (vi,vj) from the B2 (respectively, B4) of vi. This process iterates until p~ and qi are defined for each i = 3, 4,... , n-1. One can easily verify that this lineax-time algorithm is well defined, and the resulting triple (T, Tp, Tq) is indeed a realizer of G.
